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This document is meant to facilitate discussion in the school of the proposed reorganisation of the pre-
honours (year 1-2) curriculum. In this document, we have separated the broad themes in the reorganisation
from the specifics of a proposal. We aim to get school approval before presenting a specific proposal.

For an overview of the future of our degrees and realtions with other strands of our teaching, see TNB’s
accompanying document.

1 Reasons for review

• It is over ten years since the last review of our course offerings in years 1 and 2, so it is time to look
at them afresh.

• We want to address perceived weaknesses in our current students’ learning.

• We hope to improve the administrative efficiency of our teaching and examining provision.

• Since the last review, there have been some changes, notably

– increase in student numbers and class sizes;

– increase in our entry grade requirements;

– introduction of the MMath;

– An intention to increase second year direct entry.

2 Major principles.

• 20-point courses. We propose to run only 20-point courses in years one and two. This would reduce
the number of exams, and the associated administrative work for checking and exam boards. Most
schools in our university run on 20-point, one-semester courses or 40-point, full-year courses. Thus,
we would be following the structures of most of the rest of the university, and making it easier for
students to arrange their schedules. This is in line with recommendations from the recent TPR. We
note also that teaching Mathematics courses at the rate of only two lectures a week is very rare among
our competitor institutions.

• Textbooks. We propose that each course should have a textbook and that this would provide the
structure for the courses. Students have a limited number of hours of lectures, and the existence of a
textbook would make it both easier for students to study outside class and easier for us to encourage
them to do so. Learning from books is a valuable skill which it is reasonable for us to expect students
to master. The textbooks chosen have a plentiful supply of exercises for the students to work on.
Thus staff time will be saved by not having to prepare lecture notes or problem sheets. Extra reading
and problems will be available to interested students. Staff teaching courses in later years be able to
consult the texts, to see what students have covered. In addition, the requirement of providing printed
material before lectures for students with special needs is automatically catered for.
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An important concern here is the cost of textbooks, this has been taken into account in the selection
of the proposed textbooks. It is likely that Blackwell’s will give us a good deal when we ask them
to bundle the 3 year one books. Note that at the moment it is possible to obtain the 3 books from
amazon for £108.

• One lecturer. We propose normally to have one lecturer for each 20-point course. This would present
to students with a consistent perspective on each subject.

• Preparation for Y3 core curriculum. We expect the curriculum for Junior Honours and beyond
to be reviewed along similar lines in a process that will begin shortly. We realise that the principles
involved have lead to some topics being covered more thoroughly than under the current curriculum
(e.g. rigorous analysis, computing, “practical” linear algebra) and some less (e.g. abstract algebra
generally). The intention is that the review of Junior Honours can correct any perceived imbalance:
what is important is the balance in the compulsory core as a whole.

• Thorough teaching. We propose to aim to teach each subject once, thoroughly, to avoid having
to teach it again. Currently certain topics are covered repeatedly and inconsistently. For instance,
Gaussian elimination currently appears in the curriculum of three courses (Solving Equations, Linear
Algebra in years 2 and 3). Textbooks for earlier courses would enable students to review previously
covered material.

• Reduced options. We propose to reduce the number of optional courses that students can choose
from, to provide a more consistent body of knowledge that can be assumed in later years. Reducing
options will allow us to avoid having to cover material that is new for some students but a review for
others.

• Promoting proofs. We propose an increased focus on the basic conceptual hurdles involved in
becoming a mathematician, such as the ideas of deductive reasoning, the axiomatic method and proof.
We intend that the teaching of courses addresses also skills such as reading and writing mathematics,
formulating theorems and most important understanding and writing proofs. High school mathematics
in the UK seems to present mathematics largely as a unjustified collection of calculational processes.
It takes time for students to adjust to the concept that they might be expected to prove statements,
why this is desirable and how they might go about it.

• Promoting problem-solving. Successful problem-solving, as well as being one of the joys of Mathe-
matics for many of us, is a great motivator for developing skills of all kinds, whether it be mathematical
knowledge and self-expression, or developing proofs. Repeated problem-solving is also a mechanism
whereby students become more confident in techniques.

• Increased direct entry. We propose to facilitate the process of students being enrolled as direct
entrants to year 2, so that more students are eligible to do this, and have a rewarding learning expe-
rience. This will also make it possible for more students to do an MMath in four (rather than five)
years.

• Continuous Assessment in years 1 and 2: We propose that all year one and two courses should
have a continuous assessment component, with each course having the same percentage of the final
mark composed of continuous assessment. The course proposals list CA at no more than 15% to
provide flexibility. We propose 10% of the total mark be composed of continuous assessment. We note
that 5% is currently being used on a trial basis in year 1 with no apparent reduction in engagement
and a very positive atmosphere in the class. The year 1 and 2 organisers to coordinate and promote
consistency. To instill in the students a steady work ethic and sense of professionalism, we propose
that assignments be given each week, due one week later, and marked and returned within one week
of submission. Practical experience solving problems is considered a fundamental part of the learning
experience for mathematics.
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3 Minor principles

• 60+60/80 point curriculum We propose that prehonours students have the following course re-
quirements

Year one one required 20-point course in semester one, and
two required 20-point courses in semester two.
(To have 40 points in S1 would likely lead to huge timetabling difficulties.)

Year two one required 20-point course in semester one,
one required 20-point course in semester two, and
one 20-point course chosen by the student from a list of two courses,
Students are recommended to take both the “optional” 20-point courses.

We recommend, however, that serious consideration be given to having 80 points required in year 2.
This would give students a wider base on which to choose course options in later years. It is in line
with what some other schools are currently specifying.

This is quite similar to current practices. Most other schools in our university require integer multiples
of 40 points of courses.

• Contact Hours, Teaching and Lectures We propose that normally 20-point courses would (in
line with current ratios) have 5 contact hours a week. It is notable that compared to (say) Imperial
College, more of our current contact hours are “lectures” and less are “tutorial/workshop”. If we
are using textbooks and expecting students to read them then it is not necessary for every piece of
fundamental content for a course to be written on a blackboard and copied in to students’ notebooks.
We believe students would benefit from more time spent working on mathematics under guidance and
a little less time copying down material (which so often ends up being done in a rather passive way).
This would promote “active learning” in the sense of the College Learning and Teaching Strategy’.

We propose that the normal arrangement be that courses have 4 timetabled lecture-theatre hours per
week. Arrangements for the use of these should be considered by the Teaching Committees. One
model could be to have three essentially traditional lecture hours together with an example class
in a lecture theatre (which could be taken by a post-doc or senior graduate student in many cases).
Alternatively, lecturers could incorporate participative work in amongst more formal lecturing, perhaps
using ”clickers” in which case all four theatre-hours might be a mixture of traditional presentation and
participation. Both of these models would be accompanied by one-hour weekly tutorials in a studio.

Alternatively, for certain courses and where resources permits a model of 3 lecture hours and a two
hour workshop in a studio could be considered. Experience in Physics suggests that one can achieve
rather more than twice as much in such an extended tutorial, and it gives enough time to get seriously
to grips with a piece of work.

Whichever model is adopted, we are not anticipating more than 3 hours per week of traditional lec-
turing, although we are expecting a 20 point course to cover at least as much material as two of our
current 10-point offerings.

4 Year 1

• Semester 1: Provisional title: Calculus (CAL). A calculus course that covers most of the first 12
chapters in James Stewart, Calculus, International Metric Edition 6e (www.cengage.co.uk).

• Semester 2: Provisional title: Linear Algebra (LAG). A linear algebra course that covers most of
Introduction to linear algebra, by Gilbert Strang, 4th Ed. 2009, Wellesley Cambridge Press.

• Semester 2: Provisional title: Proofs and Problem-solving (PPS). An introduction to pure mathematics
course that covers many chapters in A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, by Martin Liebeck,
3rd Ed. 2011, CRC Press.
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• It is possible for the Calculus and Linear Algebra to swap semesters if this should be necessary.

5 Year 2

• Semester 1: A SVC and ODE course. The first part will be in the calculus book mentioned above
and the second part deals with differential equations and modelling. A possible book for the second
part is Boyce and DiPrima, Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems (Wiley),
amazon price £38. The curriculum would cover vectors and vector functions; partial derivatives;
Lagrange multipliers; multiple integrals; vector calculus; linear ordinary differential equations; series
solutions; the Laplace transform; and maybe a first introduction into PDEs and Fourier series.

• Semester 1: A probability and statistics course. The proposed book is Probability and Statistical
Inference by Hogg and Tanis, 8e (amazon price, £50).

• Semester 1: A calculus and linear algebra course for direct entry students. This course would aim
for the same end-points as the corresponding year 1 courses, but assume more knowledge from School
and proceed at a faster pace. This might also be suitable for some combined degree students or MA
students?

• Semester 2: A first real analysis course. Proposed textbook: An Introduction to Analysis by W.R.
Wade (£45 amazon price). This course will replace Foundations of Calculus but go further and more
deeply in to the subject. Students will be expected to have had a brief encounter with ε− δ’s in year
1 (Y1) Calculus and to have some understanding of sets and quantifiers from Y1 Principles of Pure
Mathematics. The curriculum would cover integer, rational, and real number; least upper bounds;
the ε−N definition of limits of sequences; basic tests for convergence of series; absolute convergence;
the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem; Cauchy sequences; the ε − δ definition of limits; continuity in R;
differentiability in R; mean value theorem; inverse function theorem in R; uniform convergence1 of
sequences and series of functions; Taylor series; radius of convergence; Euclidean space, its topology,
convergence in Rn.

• Semester 2: An introduction to numerics and programming course. Proposed textbook: Numerical
Analysis by R. Burden and J. D. Faires (£52 amazon price) and Matlab Primer by T. A. Davis (£14
amazon price). This course will replace portions of the year one Linear Programming and Numerical
Analysis (LPNA) as well as the year two Numerical Differential Equations (NuD) courses. Knowledge
of basic computer programming is an important component of a science education, and is included in
the first year of most UK mathematics degrees. Currently we teach computer programming in MCC in
year three, which is to late to allow the year one LPNA and NuD courses to include implementation of
the topics they introduce. Combining programming with existing year one and two courses will reduce
redundancy. The textbook proposed will be used in a year three/four follow on course. Approximately
one day per week will cover basic Matlab programming and three weeks will cover basic numerical
analysis and implementations of topics being covered in other courses: polynomial interpolation, dif-
ferentiation and integration, root finding, linear algebra factorizations, iterative linear algebra, and
basic ordinary differential equations.

6 Things left out

• We repeat our intention that topics omitted or covered at reduced levels will be correspondingly
emphasised in Junior Honours to make up.

• Topics not covered in the first 2 years Abstract algebra, group theory, discrete mathematics,
linear programming, operation research, .....

1n.b. uniform convergence not uniform continuity
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• An issue that remains is where in the early years to introduce computer algebra - presumably in the
form of Maple. One option would be to introduce computer algebra in the innovative teaching week.
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